
Simply moving your hand up or down in front of the 
switch will turn the lights on or o�.  Brie�y holding your 
hand in front of the switch, then moving it in or out 
allows for the dimming of the lights.  The innovative new 
e-Motion™ also functions like a regular, high-end switch
or light dimmer by lightly pressing its front surface.

As an added feature, an optional night light wall wash 
projects a soft beam of light from the bottom edge of the 
switch plate down towards the �oor making it easy to 
�nd the switch in the dark while providing a safety light.

Save energy by using the ActiveSaver™ feature, which 
can adjust the settings based on the ambient light in the 
room such as automatically turning o� the switch when 
the ambient room light becomes bright in the morning.

The e-Motion switch is capable, convenient, sanitary, 
novel, and smart.  Touchless operation will eliminate 
grime on the switch and faceplate, as well as the 
transmission of bacteria in any residential or commercial 
building.  Attractive in any home and ideal for barrier- 
free applications such as public restrooms and hospitals.

The unique sensing system and advanced look provides 
a convenient way of controlling your lights in any room. 
It’s LED indicators allows you to visually see the switch 
setting from a distance while an ambient light sensor 
adjusts the indicator LED light level to compensate for 
bright or dark rooms.

gesture switch

The e-Motion™ switch provides advanced sensing technology with a sleek contemporary design. 

An innovative way of controlling lights in any room
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The e-Motion switch is intuitive to operate, requiring no 
instruction or explanation.  You can operate the e-Motion 
switch in the same way as a conventional switch, by 
pressing it, but the user will typically discover how easy 
and convenient the augmented touchless operation is. 

It's like existing high-end dimmers, but better.  The 
e-Motion works with any type of dimmable lighting -
LED, halogen, incandescent, tungsten, and �uorescent,
making it easy to replace any existing switch to
immediately see the new bene�ts.
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Energy savings with new 
ActiveSaver technology

Ideal for residential or commercial buildings

Switch OFF (Amber LED)Night light wall wash setting Switch dimmed to 75% ON (Green LED)

Move your hand up to turn it on and move your hand down to turn it o�.
Move your hand in and out to brighten and dim.

The auto-o� setting detects ambient light and can be set to turn o� the
when the room reaches normal brightness such as in the morning after
the sunrise �lls the room.
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